
AMERICAN EXPRESS BUSINESS PLAN SAMPLE

A typical example of a business model is â€œthe razor and the razor blade.â€• Razor Good market research is the key
to a solid business plan.

A strong executive summary hits upon the problem your company solves, your target market, competitors in
the space, and a brief section on your colleagues. The best way to do this is by detailing market share insights
within your business plan. The real reason for the seminars is to get a diverse crowd of people interested in
Meghan and the services she offers, creating new business. Our conclusion is based on our interactive model
for American Express , which captures the changes in key operating metrics as well as expected share price for
the company over coming years. There are literally hundreds of financial managers serving the Portland
metropolitan area. Now that you know why a business plan for funding is essential, the next step in the
process is knowing what you need to cover. These groups will be targeted through two methods. Just as you
would want to know the specifics of a mutual fund or stock portfolio before you put down money, your
investors and creditors want to know if funding your business is a sound idea. No problem. To Share Your
Business Objectives and Goals Investors will want to know what your goals are for your company once they
understand exactly what it does. An outline of your current and expected loan repayment plans gives these
groups a better understanding of how you intend to pay them back. Of course, financing pricey items comes
with its own problems. Tax and estate planning attorneys: professionals with a legal background who offer
similar financial services, sometimes as a sideline to their practice of law. The more convincing your plan, the
less risky your business appears. The company has historically charged much higher merchant fees compared
to competitors Visa and MasterCard â€” something that helped it earn more revenues per transaction, but also
weighed on the size of its merchant base. Millennials had about two credit cards each on average last year,
according to the credit reporting company Experian. This is because profit margins for payment services are
much higher than those for card lending. Moving away from a business model that relies almost completely on
merchant fees, the cards and payments giant is looking to slash merchant fees so that it can increase card
usage. This is particularly true if members of your organization come with a distinguished background.
Writing a business plan for funding, be it for a loan or an investor, can seem like one of the more daunting
tasks for an entrepreneur. The increased card usage should lead to a faster increase in card loans as well as
transaction volumes over the coming years â€” mitigating the impact of lower merchant fees on the bottom
line.


